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UK economy 2020
- forecasts



UK growth since 2008-09 has generally 
been below former trend

2019: 1.3%
2020: 1.1%



GVA growth, 2010 to 2016



GVA growth, 2018, 2019 and to 2029

UK London

2018 1.4 2.4

2019 1.3 1.4

2019-2029 1.6 2.1

Source: House of Commons Library/Oxford Economics





So, the good news for 2020

• London likely to see reasonable GVA/GDP growth
• Population still growing by c85,000 per annum
• Increasing interest in London/UK property market for several reasons

• Return to stable majority government for at least five years
• Removal of risk of Corbyn-led Labour government
• Continued devaluation of Sterling
• A sense that Brexit can somehow be delivered
• Instability facing other, competitor, cities
• (As statistics quoted earlier suggest, London’s vast economy appears robust and resilient) 

• At its simplest, a number of elements of uncertainty have diminished



However, public policy may be about to change…



Has London’s success become a problem?

• Might the new government either fail to sustain investment in 
London and/or put obstacles in the way of the city’s success?
• Crossrail 2; Bakerloo Line extension; housing investment; etc

• Key challenges for 2020 and beyond:
• Budget 2020 and Spending Review: will London face reduced levels of 

investment as resources are moved to the Midlands and the North?
• Risk that government acts on misconception that all Londoners are ‘rich’

• Will revenue spending on schools, the NHS and local government be 
sustained or reduced?
• Post-Brexit migration policy
• Property tax policy



Public spending as % of GVA: a major difference
- London’s massive private sector is its unique asset, rather than its (albeit important) public sector

Source: 
Carl Emmerson/IFS



Will London be to be left to ‘go it alone’ from 2020?

• In fact, if London were ‘left alone’, even without further major investment, 
it would almost certainly prosper
• Key issues for success (including property investment and development) 

are: scale; productivity; internationalism; open access (inc migration); 
highly-educated/motivated workforce; political stability; financial 
management; lack of corruption; rule of law; English
• The government could guarantee all of these while investing more in the 

Midlands and North
• Could being ‘left alone’ include significantly greater powers for self-

government that would allow London access to re-invest its own 
resources?  
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